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With the rapid development of location-based services in the field of mobile network applications, users enjoy the convenience of
location-based services on one side, while being exposed to the risk of disclosure of privacy on the other side. Attacker will make
a fierce attack based on the probability of inquiry, map data, point of interest (POI), and other supplementary information. The
existing location privacy protection techniques seldom consider the supplementary information held by attackers and usually only
generate single cloaking region according to the protected location point, and the query efficiency is relatively low. In this paper,
we improve the existing LBSs system framework, in which we generate double cloaking regions by constraining the supplementary
information, and then k-anonymous task is achieved by the cooperation of the double cloaking regions; specifically speaking, k
dummy points of fixed dummy positions in the double cloaking regions are generated and the LBSs query is then performed.
Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by the experiments on real datasets.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of cellular
network and GPS (Global Positioning System) positioning
technology, the use of LBSs (location-based services) devices
(such as phone, PAD) became more and more popular, while
driving the rapid growth of LBSs applications. The typical
LBSs applications include retrieval of POI (such asMeiTuan),
map (such as GoogleMaps), GPS navigation (such as Amap),
and location-aware social networks (such as Wechat). It can
be said that LBSs have penetrated into many aspects of
life, and the invocation of LBSs undoubtedly brings great
convenience to people’s life.

At the same time, LBSs privacy risks also attract the
attention of the society, because when the user requests LBSs,
specific location information is needed to submit, and the
locations which are involved in a large number of user’s
query data [1, 2] may reveal user’s privacy, such as home
address, living habits, and social relations. In the era of big

data security, the emphasis is put on the problem of security
of data being sent, data at rest, and data being processed
and deleted from the system [3]. If such information is
leaked to malicious attackers, the user will be exposed to a
serious threat. In practice, there is no server that is absolutely
secure; LBSP (location-based services providers) itself may
also be an attacker, and even anonymizer on third parties
cannot be trusted absolutely. In addition, the client receives
a large number of results returned by anonymizer, which will
increase the cost of computation, and they may wait for the
service due to too many dummy positions; therefore the user
may be not satisfied by the application usage experience.

The existing LBSs framework is shown as Figure 1. The
client sends user’s request 𝑄𝑈 to the anonymizer. The 𝑄𝑈
includes the UID (User ID), the specific location 𝑙𝑢, the
privacy protection requirement k, and the query content con,
The anonymizer then sends the processed request 𝑄𝐴 to
the LBSPs. 𝑄𝐴 includes randomly generated query requests
for 𝑘 dummies locations. Location information is different
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Figure 1: A centralized framework of LBSs.

from user’s location in each 𝑞𝐴𝑖, while the remaining request
information is the same. LBSP then returns the candidate
results CR of the request 𝑄𝐴 to the anonymizer, and the
anonymizer passes CR to the client, and finally the client
filters the best result from the returned CR as the final result
of the request.

The traditional LBSs privacy protection algorithms sel-
dom consider that the anonymizer is not credible, so that
the user’s specific location information is sent directly to the
anonymizer. If the data in anonymizer is leaked and used
by the attackers, the user’s location data will be disclosed
directly. In addition, the attacker may make a fierce attack
based on the probability of inquiry, map data, POI, and
other supplementary information. For example, if a region
is covered by a very low query number of locations such as
lakes andmountains, the attacker can exclude the region with
a large probability, so that the risk of user’s exposure in the
remaining region will be increased.

In this paper, we propose improving the existing LBSs
framework and design several related algorithms within the
framework. First, user’s actual location which is contained
in the query request is generalized into grid id, and the
user’s grid region is matched to another region by a dynamic
matching algorithm, so that double cloaking regions are
formed by considering that the attacker has a background
of the number of historical queries; second, k fixed dummy
positions are generated in double cloaking regions to achieve
k-anonymous requirements by the proposed dummies gen-
eration algorithm; and, finally, the queries in dummy posi-
tions of double cloaking regions are sent to LBSPs and the
candidate results are filtered and sent back to the user. Our
proposed framework as well as the algorithms can solve the
contradiction between service quality, privacy and resource
overhead effectively.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Related work is discussed in Section 2. The preliminaries of
this paper are given in Section 3. The proposed approach
is illustrated in Section 4. The experimental results are
presented in Section 5. And finally, the conclusions and future
work are given in Section 6.

2. Related Work

At present, researchers have put forward a lot of privacy
protection methods for LBSs, and k-anonymous [4–16] is

the core idea of many methods. Gruteser and Grunwald [4]
propose the concept of location k-anonymity. K-anonymity
requires that when a user sends a location request data
to a LBSPs, the cloaking region in which a query user is
located must contain at least the other 𝑘 − 1 users, so that
the probability that the location query user is identified
does not exceed 1/k. Yiu et al. [5] propose a Space Twist
solution which introduces a trusted third party; after the
user sends their real location information to the trusted third
party, it will send a dummy coordinate to LBS service rather
than user’s real coordinate. Mokbel et al. [6] propose a k-
anonymity protectionmethod,which introduces a third party
anonymous server; when the user sends a request to the
LBSPs, the location information is sent to the anonymous
server first. The anonymous server generalizes the user’s
location into a region of k-anonymity nature, and then the
anonymous server sends the request to the LBSPs and returns
the candidate result set to the user; finally, the user selects the
best one.

Spatial cloaking [17–25] is a fairly popular mechanism.
Chow et al. [17] propose Casper cloak algorithm, which uses
a quad-tree data structure and allows users to determine the
size of 𝑘 and the minimum anonymous area, but the privacy
can be guaranteed only when users’ positions are distributed
evenly. Jin and Papadimitratos [18] allow P2P responses to
be validated with very low fraction of queries affected even
if a significant fraction of nodes are compromised. Chen
and Pang [21] propose that the cloaking region is randomly
chosen from the ones with top-k largest position entropy.

Dummy position [26–30] generation is also a common
method for location privacy protection. Kido et al. [26, 27]
first propose a dummy position generation mechanism. Guo
et al. [28] combine the dynamic pseudonym transformation
mechanism with the user’s personalized features to protect
user’s location privacy. Palanisamy and Liu [29] propose a
Mix-zone approach for protecting user’s privacy.

Encryption-based methods [12, 31–37] make user’s loca-
tion completely invisible to the server by encrypting LBSS
query. Although encryption-based methods have high pri-
vacy and high quality of service, the calculation and com-
munication costs are large, the deployment is complex, and
the optimization algorithm is needed. Khoshgozaran et al.
[12, 34] propose an encryption method based on the Hilbert
curve to transfer user’s position as well as his POI from
two-dimensional coordinates to one-dimensional encryption
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space; the one-dimensional encryption space transformed
by two different parameters of Hilbert curve still maintains
the proximity in two-dimensional space, so that 𝑘-nearest
neighbor query and range query can also be performed in
one-dimensional encrypted space. PIR (Private Information
Retrieval) [35] method is used to protect user’s query privacy,
and it has the advantages of high privacy protection and
good service quality. Lu et al. [36] propose the PLAM privacy
protection framework, which uses homomorphic encryption
to protect user privacy, but with much time overhead. Fu et
al. [37] use the powerful computing power of the server to
propose a retrieval encryption scheme to meet the privacy
requirements of different threat models.

In summary, the existing location privacy protection
mechanisms and methods still have the following problems:(1) the existing methods often do not consider the supple-
mentary information when generating cloaking region; if
the attacker has supplementary information, the success rate
of the attack will be increased and the privacy security of
the user will be challenged. (2) In the existing framework,
the candidate results that anonymizer returns to the user
often include a large number of useless dummy positions,
which not only increase the computational overhead, but also
reduce users’ experience. (3) Dummy position coordinates
are often generated randomly without considering whether
it will affect the quality of final service.

The differences of this paper include the following: (1) we
propose generating double cloaking regions while assuming
that the attacker has a background of supplementary infor-
mation, so the privacy protection can be greatly improved;(2) the proposed anonymizer in the LBSs framework will
not return all candidate results but merely returns a half to
the client, so that the computation overhead is reduced and
user’s waiting time is reduced; (3)wepropose generating fixed
dummy positions according to the value of 𝑘 and uniform
distribution rule, which can solve the contradiction between
service quality, privacy, and resource overhead effectively.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Strong Attack and Its Illustrating Examples. In this paper,
we assume that the attacker is a strong attacker. LBSPs
can be seen as strong attackers, since LBSPs not only have
supplementary information, such as the number of historical
queries, but also know the privacy protection mechanism.
A strong attacker usually infers the region where the user is
located and then combines the supplementary information to
filter the user’s region and even makes reverse attack based
on the privacy protection mechanism, so that the attacker
can uniquely identify the user’s region, then infer the user’s
real location from the region, and finally access the user’s
privacy.

For example, as shown in Figure 3(a), if the user’s region
randomly matches a cloaking region with history query
number of 1, obviously, it is a region with very low number
of historical queries, while if the user’s real location is in the
region with history query number of 20, there will be a great
possibility of determining the user’s real region.

The strong attacker may not only have the supplementary
information, but also know the privacy protection mech-
anism. Suppose that we simply use the region which is
the closest to the user’s history query as the generation
mechanismof double cloaking region, and the attacker knows
the mechanism. As shown in Figure 3(b), the query time in
user’s region is 20, and the region with query times 22 will
form the double cloaking regions. If the attacker is the LBSP
itself, it will analyze the two regions; if the user’s real region
is that with query times 22, the closest one is the region
with 23. To form a double cloaking region, the region with
query times 22 will select that with 23 instead of 20, so it
can be determined that the user’s real region is that with 20.
Therefore, if attackers have supplementary information and
know the privacy protection mechanisms, it will increase the
risk of users to disclose the specific location.

3.2. Problem Definition and Related Concepts

Definition 1 (space division based on quad-tree). As shown
in Figure 4, this paper uses the quad-tree data structure [8].
The space is divided layer by layer from top to bottom, and
each layer is divided into 4ℎ grids; especially speaking, the
0th layer of the entire space is divided into 1 grid, the 1st layer
contains 4 grids, the 2nd layer contains 16 grids, and so on,
until the side length of each grid reaches the threshold L, and
the space will be divided into 𝐻 layers. The total number
of the history query times on each layer is the same, but
the entire spatial area is subdivided so that the length 𝐿 of
each grid is gradually reduced. The smaller the L, the lower
the level of privacy protection and the higher the quality of
service; on the contrary, the bigger the L, the higher the level
of privacy protection and the lower the quality of service.The
information in each grid is contained in the hash table, where
theGID is the number of the grid andNoU is the user’s history
query times in each grid.

Definition 2 (query request from user 𝑄𝑈 (𝑈𝐼𝐷, 𝑘, ℎ, 𝐺𝐼𝐷,𝑐𝑜𝑛)). As shown in Figure 2, the query request submitted by
the user to the anonymizer is denoted as 𝑄𝑈 (UID, k, h, GID,
con), where UID is the user’s identification information; k is
user’s requirement on k-anonymous protection mechanism,
which determines the number of dummies to generate; h
is user’s requirements on the generalization level of space,
which is required to be larger than 2, since the query would
be too poor if ℎ is less than or equal to 2. Both the user and
the anonymizer use the quad-tree data structure to store the
spatial information.TheGID is the grid IDwhich is generated
according to the user’s specific location; con is the query
content, which is not the focus of this study.

Definition 3 (query request from anonymizer 𝑄𝐴 (𝑞𝐴1, 𝑞𝐴2,𝑞𝐴3, . . . , 𝑞𝐴𝑘)). The query request passed by the anonymizer
to LBSPs is denoted as 𝑄𝐴(𝑞𝐴1, 𝑞𝐴2, 𝑞𝐴3, . . . , 𝑞𝐴𝑘), where𝑞𝐴𝑖(𝐷𝐼𝐷, 𝑙𝑑𝑖, 𝑐𝑜𝑛) is a request for each dummy and DID
(Dummies ID) is the identification information of the 𝑘
dummies generated by the anonymizer; 𝑙𝑑𝑖 is the location
information of 𝑘 dummies; con is the query content.
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Figure 2: Improved framework of LBSs system.
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Figure 4: Data storage structure.

Definition 4 (candidate results to anonymizer 𝐶𝑅𝐴). The
LBSPs return the candidate results to the anonymizer as𝐶𝑅𝐴,
which is the results of the request for 𝑘 dummies in the double
cloaking region. Each request result corresponds to the DID
of the query request.

Definition 5 (candidate results to user𝐶𝑅𝑈). The anonymizer
returns candidate results to the user as 𝐶𝑅𝑈, which only
includes the query results of the dummies in the RCR.

Definition 6 (quality of service). The quality of service
obtained by the user is measured by the Euclidean distance
between the dummy and the user. If the user is closer
to the dummy position, the location of request and the
result are more similar; therefore the service quality would
be higher. Assume that the user’s specific position is 𝑙𝑢,
its latitude and longitude coordinate is (𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑢, 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑢), and𝑙𝑑𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑘) is the 𝑖th dummy position; its latitude
and longitude coordinate is (𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖, 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑑𝑖). 𝑟 is the radius of the
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earth, generally taken as 6371 km. The distance between user
and dummy is calculated as formula (1):

dis𝑖 (𝑙𝑢, 𝑙𝑑𝑖) = 2𝑟 ∗ arcsin (√sin(𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖2 )2 + cos (𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑑𝑖) ∗ cos (𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑢) ∗ sin(𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖2 )2) , (1)

where

𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖 = 𝜋 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖 − 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑢180 ,
𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖 = 𝜋 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑑𝑖 − 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑢180 .

(2)

The smaller the value of dis𝑖(𝑙𝑢, 𝑙𝑑𝑖), the better the quality of
service of 𝑖th dummy, and we can take the query result of the𝑖th dummy as the final query result.

Problem Definition. We know that the user, the anonymous
server, and LBSPs share the space division based on quad-tree.
And we also know that the user submits 𝑄𝑈 to anonymizer,
and the anonymizer passes 𝑄𝐴 to LBSPs, the LBSPs return𝐶𝑅𝐴 to anonymizer, and the anonymizer returns 𝐶𝑅𝑈 to
client. In this process, it is assumed that the anonymizer and
LBSPs are not fully credible, so the strong attacker is most
likely to guess the specific location of the user according to the
background knowledge which includes the number of histor-
ical queries and privacy protection mechanism, thus causing
the user’s privacy to be disclosed. The problem that we want
to solve is improving the quality of service experienced by the
user and reducing the computing overhead of the user, when
he accesses the LBSs, while ensuring his location security.

3.3. Symbolic Correspondence. For simplicity, we list the
notations used in this paper as Notation section shows.

4. Privacy-Preserving Framework and
Algorithms for LBSs

4.1. Approach Overview. In order to protect the user’s real
location which is contained in the query request, we employ
the double cloaking region mechanism. The double cloaking
region includes real cloaking region (RCR) and fake cloaking
region (FCR). The RCR is the user’s grid, and the anonymizer
generates FCR by dynamic clustering method. FRC has three
main functions: (1) FCR andRCR together generate 𝑘 dummy
positions to reach 𝑘-anonymous requirements; (2) FCR and
RCR form a double cloaking region against strong-attacks;(3) when the anonymizer returns the candidate results to the
client, the candidate results of the request for the dummies
in the FCR are filtered directly. The dummies in the double
cloaking region are sent to the LBSPs to request the service.

The whole process of our proposed solution is shown
as Figure 5 (the system execution order is demonstrated by
the numbers): (1) a RCR is generated according to the user’s

specific location; (2) the query request 𝑄𝑈 is submitted to
the anonymizer; (3) Dynamic Matching Algorithm (DMA)
is employed by the anonymizer to generate a FCR according
to the GID in 𝑄𝑈, so that a double cloaking region with
similar query times is formed; (4) k/2 dummy positions
are generated in the two regions, respectively, by using the
dummies generation algorithm (DGA), and the two dummy
sets are denoted DSs1 and DSs2; (5) the query request 𝑄𝐴
from the dummy positions in DSs1 and DSs2 is submitted
to LBSPs together; (6) LBSP answers 𝐶𝑅𝐴 according to 𝑄𝐴;(7) 𝐶𝑅𝐴 are replied to the anonymizer; (8) the anonymizer
forms 𝐶𝑅𝑈 according to the DIDs (Dummy IDs) in 𝐶𝑅𝐴 to
filter out the query results inDSs1; (9) 𝐶𝑅𝑈 is returned to the
client, and the client selects the query result 𝑞𝐴𝑖 of the dummy
whose dis𝑖(𝑙𝑢, 𝑙𝑑𝑖) is minimum as the query result according
to formula (1).

In our improved framework, there are two important
algorithms, which are dynamic matching algorithm (DMA)
and dummies generation algorithm (DGA), and we will
illustrate the two algorithms in the following subsections.

4.2. DynamicMatching Algorithm. Themain idea of dynamic
matching algorithm (DMA for short) is to separate the
regionswith relatively large, relatively small, and zero number
of queries, so that the two regions with obviously different
number of queries will not be matched together to form a
double cloaking region. As shown in Figure 6(a), the points
represent the positions where users make historical requests.
The position coordinates are projected into a 2D map, and
the whole region is divided into 4ℎ grids according to the
generalization level of space h. RCR where the user located
is represented by the region with black solid line. The region
is divided into 9 × 9 grids in Figure 6(a) as an example.

As shown in Figure 6(b), first, a 4 × 4 grid region which
containsRCR is allocated randomly, and FCRwill bematched
in this region as well; second, the number of historical queries
in each grid is counted and stored in a matrix represented
by 𝐺4×4. An example of 𝐺4×4 is shown in Figure 7, where the
number of queries in RCR is 25, and the number of historical
queries in each grid of the 4 × 4 region with black line in
Figure 6(b) is also shown.

And then the numbers of queries in the 4 × 4 region
are divided into three categories, relatively large, relatively
small, and zero, which are realized by the classical dynamic
clustering algorithm [38]. To form a double cloaking region,
we remove the region with zero number of queries firstly, and
then FCR is only selected randomly from the regions with the
number in the same category as RCR.
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(a) The positions where users make historical requests (b) Users are allocated randomly into the 4 × 4 grid region

Figure 6: Historical requests on the map.

Take the data in Figure 7 as an example,DMA first divides
the number of queries into three categories, {14, 16, 22, 25,25, 27}, {1, 1, 1, 6, 6, 8, 9}, and {0, 0, 0}, respectively. Assume
that the query number of the user’s region is 25; the FCRmay
be the grid with the query number 22, and the two regions
will form a double cloaking region.

The pseudocode of DMA is shown as Algorithm 1.

4.3. Dummies Generation Algorithm. The core idea of dum-
mies generation algorithm (DGA) is to generate 𝑘 fixed
dummy positions to approximate the user’s real position,
and it tries to distribute the fixed dummy positions over
the region as evenly as possible, and then the answer to
the query request by the user will be approximated by that
from the best dummy location. It is common to generate
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Figure 7: Number of historical queries in 4 × 4 region.

Input: Privacy protection level h, User’s grid ID GID
Output: Double Cloaking Region (RCR and FCR)(1) Anonymizer selects the spatial hierarchy according to the privacy protection level h(2) Randomly match the user’s grid into a grid region G4×4(3) for query count in G4×4(4) if query count ̸=0 then(5) add query count to Sets(6) end if(7) end for(8) �e Sets are randomly divided into set1 and set2 equally(9) Do(10) akg1 = average(set1); akg2 = average(set2);(11) for 𝑠 in Sets(12) if (s − akg1)2 < (s − akg2)2 then(13) s belong to c1(14) else(15) s belong to c2(16) end if(17) end for(18) while there are changes on the elements in c1 and c2(19) if the number of GID belongs to c1 then(20) FCR isselected randomly from the regions with the number in c1 except RCR(21) else FCR is selected randomly from the regions with the number in c2 except RCR(22) end if(23) return FCR and RCR

Algorithm 1: DMA (dynamic matching algorithm).

dummy positions randomly in the double cloaking regions;
however, we propose defining two rules to generate fixed
dummy positions according to 𝑘. In Figure 8, the red solid
circle represents the user’s real position and the solid circles
represent the fixed dummy positions according to our rules,
while the dotted circles represent the dummy positions
generated randomly. As shown in Figure 8(a), when 𝑑1 > 𝑑2,
that is, the shortest distance between the user and the fixed
dummy is shorter than that between the user and the random
dummy, we say that the quality of service of the fixed dummy
positions is higher than that of the random dummy positions
according to Definition 6. On the contrary, as shown in
Figure 8(b), when 𝑑1 < 𝑑2, we say that the quality of service of
the fixed dummy positions is lower than that of the random

dummy positions. We verify that the service quality of DGA
is higher than that of random way in Section 5.2.

The coordinate systemof the two-dimensional coordinate
origin is established at the lower left vertex of the grid. In the
anonymizer, there is data of each grid length 𝐿 in each spatial
hierarchy. 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 both equal to k/2, and they represent the
number of dummypositions to be generated inRCR andFCR,
respectively. There are two core rules in DGA.

Base Rule R1. When 𝑘1 (or 𝑘2) ≤ 5, the fixed dummy positions
when 𝑘1 (or 𝑘2) = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are shown as Figures 9(a)–9(e),
respectively.

(1) When 𝑘1 (or 𝑘2) = 1, the dummy position is set at
(𝐿/2, 𝐿/2), as shown in Figure 9(a);
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Figure 8: The shortest distance between the user and the random dummy 𝑑1 compared to that between the user and the fixed dummy 𝑑2.

(a) 𝑘1 = 1 (b) 𝑘1 = 2 (c) 𝑘1 = 3

(d) 𝑘1 = 4 (e) 𝑘1 = 5

Figure 9: Base rule 𝑅1.

(2) When 𝑘1 (or 𝑘2) = 2, the dummy positions are
(𝐿/2, 𝐿/4), (𝐿/2, 3𝐿/4), as shown in Figure 9(b);

(3) When 𝑘1 (or 𝑘2) = 3, the dummy positions are
(𝐿/4, 𝐿/4), (𝐿/2, 3𝐿/4), (3𝐿/4, 𝐿/4), as shown in Fig-
ure 9(c);

(4) When 𝑘1 (or 𝑘2) = 4, the dummy positions are
(𝐿/4, 𝐿/4), (3𝐿/4, 𝐿/4), (𝐿/4, 3𝐿/4), (3𝐿/4, 3𝐿/4), as
shown in Figure 9(d);

(5) When 𝑘1 (or 𝑘2) = 5, the dummy positions are
(𝐿/4, 𝐿/4), (3𝐿/4, 𝐿/4), (𝐿/4, 3𝐿/4), (3𝐿/4, 3𝐿/4),
(𝐿/2, 𝐿/2), as shown in Figure 9(e).

Generalization Rule R2. When 𝑘1 (or 𝑘2) = 𝑛 and 𝑛 > 5, we
have the following:

First, divide the whole region into 4 grids, and each value
in the 4 grids is as follows:

(1) If 𝑛% 4 = 0, 𝑛/4 dummy positions are assigned in
each of the 4 grids;

(2) If 𝑛% 4 = 1, (𝑛/4) + 1, 𝑛/4, 𝑛/4, 𝑛/4 dummy positions
are assigned in the 4 grids, respectively, starting from
the left upper corner, continuing in the clockwise
direction;

(3) If 𝑛% 4 = 2, (𝑛/4) + 1, (𝑛/4) + 1, 𝑛/4, 𝑛/4 dummy
positions are assigned in the 4 grids, respectively;
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Figure 10: An illustrating example of DGA.

Input:�e value of k in the k-anonymity, RCR, FCR
Output: k1 dummies in RCR and k2 dummies in FCR, ID at each DummyDID(1) Generate 4⌈log4⌈k1/5⌉⌉, 4⌈log4⌈k2/5⌉⌉ small grids in RCR and FCR(2) Generate fixed dummies in RCR and FCR based on R1, R2(3) Add ID for each dummy(4) return k1, k2 dummies, ID at each Dummy DID

Algorithm 2: DGA (dummies generation algorithm).

(4) If 𝑛% 4 = 3, (𝑛/4)+1, (𝑛/4)+1, (𝑛/4)+1, 𝑛/4 dummy
positions are assigned in the 4 grids, respectively.

Second, if (𝑛/4) + 1 or 𝑛/4 is still larger than 5, repeat the
first step; otherwise, follow the base rule 𝑅1 to distribute the
dummy positions.

In total, 4⌈log4⌈n/5⌉⌉ small grids will be generated in the
region.

Take 𝑘1 = 302 as an example, as shown in Figure 10,(1) in the first level of division; the region will be divided
into 4 grids, and dummy positions in each grid are 76, 76,
75, and 75, respectively; (2) since 76 or 75 is larger than 5,
in the second level of division, the 4 grids will be divided
into 4 grids further; for example, the left upper grid with 76
will be divided into 4 grids with 19, 19, 19, and 19 dummy
positions, respectively; and the other three grids follow the
same way; (3) since 19 is larger than 5, in the third level of
division, the grid with 19 will be divided into 4 grids with
5, 5, 5, and 4 dummy positions, respectively; and the other
three grids follow the same way; (4) since 5 or 4 is not larger
than 5, the division stops and in total 4⌈log4⌈k1/5⌉⌉ = 64 grids
are generated, and the generation of fixed positions in the 64
small grids follows rule 𝑅1.

According to DGA, anonymizer can store DD (Dummies
data) that satisfies various 𝑘 values in the database, so that the
query requests for services can be responded to quickly. The
pseudocode of DGA is shown as Algorithm 2.

5. Experiment and Analysis

5.1. Experiment Setting. In this paper, we use the historical
GPS sampling point data within the range of 5.5 km × 3.5 km
inHefei city as historical inquiry points, which includesmore
than 60,000 sampling points produced by more than 30,000
people. The data consists of ID, latitude, and longitude, in

which “ID” is the user’s unique identifier; “longitude” and
“latitude” together tell the location where the user submits
a query. For convenience, the experiment selects an area of
3.2 km × 3.2 km and sets the threshold of edge length 𝐿 to
50m. The space is divided into 64 × 64 grids, and the spatial
region is divided into 7 layers, from 0th to 6th layer.

We will compare the dummy algorithm (DA) and naive
algorithm (NA) with our proposed Double Cloaking Algo-
rithm (DCA for short, which consists of DMA and DGA).
As shown in Figure 11, the DA is similar to the DCA
process, except the red box in Figure 11. Specially speaking,
DCA generates fixed dummy positions according to DGA,
while DA generates random dummy positions in the double
cloaking regions.We aim to compare the quality of service for
DA and DCA.

As shown in Figure 12, NA is similar to the DCA process,
except the red boxes in Figure 12. NA does not generate
double cloaking regions; the anonymizer generates 𝑘 dummy
positions directly in the user’s region and sends the queries in
dummies to LBSPs, then receives the candidate results from
LBSPs, and passes to the user without filtration. We aim to
compare the time cost of NA, DA, and DCA.

The coding language is Python and the experiment runs
with the 64 bit Windows 10 operating system configured as
Intel (R), Core (TM), i5-4590, CPU, and 8GB.

5.2. Experimental Result and Analysis

5.2.1. The Time Cost of Generating Dummies. As shown in
Figure 13, when 𝑘 changeswithin (2, 50), the time cost ofDCA
for generating dummy positions is steady, always 0.17ms.
Because DCA can be divided into two steps, DMA and then
DGA, the time cost of DMA is not affected by k; moreover,
the k-anonymous fixed dummy positions have already been
set and stored, so it only needs to choose the fixed positions
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according to k; therefore, the time cost of DCA is relatively
fixed and remains a constant value.

DA can also be divided into two steps; the first step is
the same as DCA, and the second step is to generate random
dummy positions, which should be computed in real time,

so it will take more time than DCA to generate each dummy
position, and the bigger the value of k, the more time it takes.

While NA only takes time to generate the 𝑘 dummy
positions randomly, when 𝑘 is less than 28,NA takes less time
than DCA; when 𝑘 is equal to 28, DCA and NA spend the
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Figure 14: Comparison on time cost of result processing on client
side.

same time; with the continuous increase of k, NA begins to
take more time than DCA.

5.2.2. The Time Cost of Result Processing. As shown in
Figure 14, the time cost of NA for result processing on the
client side is almost twice as that in DCA and DA. Because
when the anonymizer sends 𝐶𝑅𝑈 to the client, DCA and
DA generate the double cloaking regions, the 𝑘 dummy
positions are equally distributed into two regions, and only
the candidate results in RCR are returned to the client by
the anonymizer; NA generates 𝑘 dummy positions in one
cloaking region; the anonymizer returns a set of candidate
results for 𝑘 dummy positions to the client. The number of
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Figure 15: Comparison on total time consumption.

candidate results in NA is twice of that in DCA and DA; in
order to select the optimal dummy position, the client needs
to calculate the dis𝑖(𝑙𝑢, 𝑙𝑑𝑖) between all dummy positions in
the candidate results and the user’s specific position. So there
is an obvious difference amongNA andDCA/DA on the time
cost of result processing on the client.

Please note the experiment is simulated on computer, and
the unit of the experimental result is microsecond (us), but
in actual environment, when the results are processed by
client on smart phones, the unit of time cost will fall into
millisecond (ms) level.

5.2.3. Total Time Consumption. In this section, we will
compare the total time cost of the three algorithms, taking
into account the device performance of the anonymizer and
the client. In general, the computing power of our PC ismuch
better than that of phones used by the client. Theoretically
the floating-point computing power of 1.3 GHz frequency
quad-core ARM processor is about 10MFLOPs/s, and that
of 2.5 GHz frequency Intel quad-core Q8300 is 25GFLOPs/s;
the two differ 2500 times. Due to the different computing
power of different devices, we deem conservatively that the
computing power of PC is 500 times as much as the client
device, while the computing power of anonymizer is the same
as PC; therefore the total time consumption is

Total Time = Time of Generating Dummies + 500
× Time of Result Processing. (3)

According to formula (3), it can be known that the
time cost on the client side is much larger than that on
the anonymizer, and the result processing accounts for the
majority percentage of the total time consumption. As shown
in Figure 15, the total time consumed by NA is about twice
as much as DCA and DA when 𝑘 is given. In terms of time
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efficiency, DCA and DA are better than NA. Since NA does
not generate double cloaking regions, its privacy protection
capability is weaker than DCA and DA, and in the next
experiment we only compare DCA and DA.

5.2.4. Comparison onQuality of Service betweenDCAandDA.
In order to compareDCA andDA on the quality of service, we
first conduct 10,000 times of experiments on different values
of ℎ and k and count the times when 𝑑1 > 𝑑2and 𝑑1 < 𝑑2, as
shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b). As shown in Figure 16, given𝑘 and h, for the 10000 experiment, if 𝑑1 > 𝑑2, the count of
DCA adds 1, if 𝑑1 < 𝑑2, the count of DA adds 1.

When ℎ is specific while 𝑘 varies between (1, 25), the
count of DGA ranges between 6000 and 7200, and the count
of DA ranges between 2,800 and 4000; when ℎ varies, the
count range of DGA and DA does not change much, because
although ℎ becomes larger and 𝐿 becomes smaller in the
cloaking region, the ratio of the fixed dummy positions to𝐿 stays the same, and the position of the random dummy
positions is also independent of L.

In summary, DCA has a greater probability of getting
better quality of service than DA.

We further compare the average quality of service ofDCA
andDA.We conduct 10,000 times of experiments on different
values of ℎ and k and compute the average quality of service.
In the experiment, k ranges from 1 to 25 and ℎ ranges from
3 to 6. According to Definition 6, we can see that the smaller
the distance from the user, the better the quality of service. In
Figures 17(a)–17(d), with the decrease of h, the average quality
of service of DCA and DA is decreasing, but the average
quality of service of DCA is always better than DA. With
the increase of k, the average quality of service of DCA and
DA is increasing, and when 𝑘 is larger than 15, the trend
of increasing becomes slow. In summary, DCA has a better
average quality of service than DA.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an improved privacy-preserving
framework for location-based services based on double
cloaking regions with supplementary information con-
straints. Compared to previous work, our method is effective
in solving the strong attack with supplementary information,
and, comparing to generating random dummy positions,
generating fixed ones improves the service quality but reduces
the computational overhead for the client. However, when the
distribution of the information data is extremely nonuniform,
the dynamic matching algorithm is difficult to match the
region of similar information and forms double cloaking
regions with the user’s region. In the future, we plan to
improve the dynamic matching algorithm; in addition, we
will consider the continuous query requests of the mobile
user.

Notations

LBSPs: Location-Based Services Providers
GID: Grid ID
DIDs: Dummies IDs
UID: User ID𝑄𝑈: A set of query requests submitted by the

user to the Anonymizer𝑄𝐴: A set of query requests passed by the
Anonymizer to LBSPs𝐶𝑅𝐴: The set of candidate results sent by LBSPs
to Anonymizer𝐶𝑅𝑈: The set of candidate results sent by
Anonymizer to Client𝐺4×4: RCR randomly matches into the grid of4 × 4ℎ: Spatial hierarchy

LS: Level saturated
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Figure 17: Comparison on the average quality of service.

dis𝑖(𝑙𝑢, 𝑙𝑑𝑖): Euclidean distance between user and
dummy

DD: Dummies Data.
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